7th Forum on the The Mediterranean Maritime Heritage
Athens 1-3 November 2000
First day – In the morning
* Registration
* Official inauguration
* Presentation of papers concerning with both Greek Maritime heritage and the
experiences carrying out nowadays.
* Contributions in the research field etc.
First day – In the afternoon
New projects on the diffusion of the Mediterranean maritime heritage.
We might to include at this point the presentation of experiences and new
projects in a Mediterranean level that nowadays are been carrying out. It would
be specially about giving the opportunity to the attendees to know the present
and the future in the heritage field.
It might include next presentations:
* Submittal of the Education Programmes of Ecomuseo do Seixal (Portugal)
* Submittal of the Study of the Public made at the Museu Marítim de Barcelona.
* Submittal on the research issues of the Museo Naval de Madrid.
Second day in the morning
Buildings recovery and maritime spaces for cultural uses.
We should to dedicate a monographic session to this subject. It has got a very
general character but it might to be very interesting.

Potential communications:
* The recovery of harbour spaces for cultural uses, Rinio Bruttomesso, Città
d’Acqua, Venezia, Italy.
* The recovery of the Arsenale Borbonico de Palermo, Pietro Maniscalco
* The recovery of lighthouses as spaces for the harbour community, Mònica
Gutiérrez, Centre de Documentació de l’Autoritat Portuària de Barcelona.
* The New Maritime Museum of Pirana, Slovenia, Flavio Bonin.
* The Maritime Cultural Axis of Barcelona, Elvira Mata.
If you have other suggestions please, just call us and we can to talk about.
Second day in the afternoon
AMMM meeting.
* Meeting of Working Committees (reserved to the members of the Association)
* Meeting of the Plenary with the reports of the developed works during the
last year (open for all the attendees to the Forum).
* Meeting of the General Assembly of the association.

